RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
Main Office: 130 N COUNTRY CLUB RD, ADA OK 74820

OPEN LETTER: Nov 11th 2021 - 8:00 pm CDT
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TITLE:

RETALIATION BY FACEBOOK INC. EMPLOYEES ESCALATED
DOC ID#: 202111112000

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED discovered at 8:00 pm CDT, that FACEBOOK INC. had taken
further and specific "retaliatory action" to threaten loss of commercial use of INTERSTATE COMMERCE market
access to coerce, compel, and threaten employees in their employment of language in support of the "KYLE
RITTENHOUSE" trial, on the Federal Holiday "Veterans Day", and in concert with prior 2009-2013 direct attacks
and illegal use of publicity in the kidnapping to extort, blackmail, and disable the firm in cause 01-17702-R, a child
kidnapping for such purpose admitted upon ALPHABET INC. websites as a plan to take, conceal, and use the child to
obtain money and property contrary pleading in State Court at threat of murder and use of a deadly weapon in 2001.
Our reply, citing the illegality of such claims to seek their "endorsement" to assert control over our use of legal
language protected by ARTICLE II-3 and II-22 rights, contrary any implied or express claim in "tort" (contract) to
such franchise, arrived in a quid pro quo demand alleging loss of property and services in addition to "banning" of
publicity promised in contract if we did not alter our position and language to suit their demands, a violation of
ARTICLE XXIII-1A in the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma and void any tort per XXIII-8 and XXIII-9 per the
prior Constitutional State Rights in the jurisdiction in which their firm has "entered into" without relief by choice of
law or other themed accord, agreement, or pledge permitted by Oklahoma State Law.
Use of phrase in the appeal process is clear that FACEBOOK INC. believes they are a "Sovereign Power" independent
of the UNITED STATES or commission of a UNITED STATES CORPORATION, and acting in bold disregard for the
"Laws of the United States" to impose their position and use of language against persons who are upset by claims
contrary to the "DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL PARTY" and "Joseph Biden Jr.", its alleged representative officer per
his public statements and claim of full responsibility for such action barred in Federal (18 USC 241) and State Law.
"Community Standards" as tort, a contract, may afford the party to make determinations as to what they feel is or is
not in accord with their intent; and to suggest that actions will be applied based on those terms, where such claims do
not incorporate "SOLICITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN A COMMERCIAL PUBLIC MARKET" subject to the antidiscrimination laws of the UNITED STATES or the many States, or such Constitutional Law which are superior in all
cases to such claims of "Statutory" or "Municipal" Code.
Where this issue arises from HUMAN TRAFFICKING and harassment in concert with HATE CRIMES against
UNITED STATES SOLDIERS, fraud to speak unlawful claims in a matter of settled law or contrary the court, or to
deceive the public (76 O.S. §76-3) and to affect very large markets (76 O.S. §76-4), in the State and jurisdiction of
State of Oklahoma; these acts appear substantial "aid and accessory to human trafficking by Facebook Inc.".
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Objection was met with overrule in 10 minutes of such notice, supporting a human-motivated employee abuse of
power, ignorance of CONTRACT LAW in the UNITED STATES jurisdiction, and such language as to suggest
FACEBOOK INC. and its employees falsely construe themselves to be a "Foreign Sovereign Power" entitled the right
to operate under INTERNATIONAL LAW or foreign national rights, despite the commission of the UNITED
STATES CORPORATION themed "FACEBOOK INC." to be a UNITED STATES franchise subject UNITED
STATES Federal Law (18 USC §241) and Constitutional Law of any State into which they enter expressly prohibiting
such claims in concert with defining "remonstrance" and "belief" as distinctly protected speech not eligible for "Libel"
based on a 3rd party "fact checker" or other dispute or editorial option.
I helped to lobby for the language of 47 U.S.C. §230 which defines the "civil immunity" that FACEBOOK INC.
wrongly and falsely suggests prohibits their victims from a legal cause of action in a court against them.
Specifically, if you will read 47 U.S.C. §230 subsection (c)(1), you will see in my own words the rules that expressly
prohibit any company from penalizing persons for sharing information from a 3rd party source whatsoever.
This protection applies to "Interactive Computer Service" and "Provider" and "user" parties, which stand alone, a
LAW OF THE UNITED STATES.
Further, such powers in section (c)(2)(A) and (c)(2)(B) do not permit the service to "Editorialize", "Alter", "Modify"
or other power distinct at law. Only to "remove" or "restrict access to" such material.
Contrary such claims that "any action" may include threat of loss of access or right to commercial participation on
conditions, the express ARTICLE XXIII-1A rule bars expressly such "endorsement" demand for use; and further is 47
U.S.C. §230 subsection (e) clear in the statement that no powers are implied or expressed that such Law shall suspend
the protections and rights granted by State Law in (e)(3).
In the November 11th 2021 case, in pattern of fraud from 2009-2021, FACEBOOK INC. has routinely and repeatedly
violated the Federal Law in its claim to allow abuse of persons in our employment and their families while shielding
the perpetrators and aiding them in claims of a clearly and timely executed search and application to disrupt national
and public sales cycles using their petition system against RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED, and its
vendors and licensees, in an ongoing effort to disrupt lawful control of intellectual property under dispute in a child
taking and 2001-2021 child concealment, so barred by 47 U.S.C. §230(e)(2).
While I, myself, have observed images which convey child sexual assault upon FACEBOOK INC. pages in male adult
on minor children featured in profiles of persons contacting my account, FACEBOOK INC. staff have done nothing
and expressly disclaimed this transmission of child pornography to my device without consent or notice as compliant
with their "Community Standards"; while in regard to my own account Facebook staff have banned my account for
statement governing my disposal of my own property in title as "terrorism" and threatened my person on Veterans Day
with suspension for public address with respect to contempt of law citing BLACKS LAW DICTIONARY 11th
Edition, to contest a fraud in public terrorist hoax now subject suffrage rights of the Sovereign States against violation
of enumerated State Constitutional Law (Article II-36A and II-37).
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The error in this fraud is evident in the premeditated assertion that "tort" (a contract, a civil agreement) may create a
legal power (liability) over a person to enjoin them to a pattern of behavior instructed and directed in INTERSTATE
COMMERCE and for revenue generation of FACEBOOK INC., which suggest wrongly an employee-employer
relationships not present or lawful in such activity or duty or tariff conditional equal right to sale and publication.
When an INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICE offers a "marketplace" with transaction and payment systems, it
enters into a "vendor-client" relationship with its users.
When an INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICE solicits persons commit to contracts with advertising revenue
earnings for the service, it further enters into a legal agreement by such solicitation to refrain from mitigation of other
rights not incorporated into the specific "media buy" content, such as expression among private persons or in public
forums themed a public commons and answer to solicitation or claims or other abuse, nor to suspend such right to
"media buy placement or enjoyment of operation of points of sale or availability" conditioned their conduct in the
common space within the rights of the general public and enumerated PUBLIC LAW.
Where an INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICE exercises its power to demand change in language or policy,
public statements, or future acts conditional to terms not obligated by civil wrongdoing or criminal wrongdoing,
which are RESERVED AND PROTECTED RIGHTS OF "REMONSTRANCE" OR OTHER SPEECH (II-22) a
Constitutional rule protected in ordinary commerce and communication services; without compensation and on threat
of loss of rights bearing financial or intangible value recognized by law (see II-6, "Reputation" a right in Oklahoma),
then such activity to suspend or penalize conditional a demand for conduct contrary the will of the party is
criminal and entrapment, false solicitation of a contract, fraud in equal access to markets obligated a franchise of the
United States operating INTERSTATE COMMERCE, and may not be assuaged liability by a tort (contract, terms).
As such action is a civil action to threaten to terminate such rights pledged in civil contract to obtain this desired or
instructed outcome, that would violate 47 USC §230 (c)(2)
No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be held liable on account of—
(A) any action voluntarily taken in good faith to restrict access to or availability of material that the provider
or user considers to be obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent, harassing, or otherwise
objectionable, whether or not such material is constitutionally protected; or
(B) any action taken to enable or make available to information content providers or others the technical
means to restrict access to material described in paragraph (1).[1]
"No Provider or user" are subject per "shall be held liable", and the threat of future action conditional such activity is
express penalty for intimidation purposes "a liability" not ordinary or equal to other users; so a crime on face barred
the conduct of any legitimate UNITED STATES CORPORATION, so engaged in the definition of 47 U.S.C. §230 (f)
(2) "INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICE PROVIDER"
The term “interactive computer service” means any information service, system, or access software provider
that provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer server, including specifically a
service or system that provides access to the Internet and such systems operated or services offered by
libraries or educational institutions.
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Threats to terminate accounts, or suspend access, especially in concert with commercial events or holidays and pattern of such conduct to a greater degree - express a liability not afforded by 47 U.S.C. §230 which
FACEBOOK INC. has wrongly, maliciously, and criminally misconstrued and presented to deceive the Congress of
the United States and Attorney General of many States of the Federal Union; owing no immunity implied or intended.
Further, has FACEBOOK INC. knowingly, willfully, and criminally acted in my witness to falsely suggest an
OVERSIGHT BOARD to mitigate this "foreign unregistered agent" employment of persons alien to "Laws of
the United States" which are evident to a juvenile level in our domestic workforce - in what appears to be use of
OVERSEAS WORKERS to apply laws they neither understand nor admit as binding to their actions while
"legal agents in fact of FACEBOOK INC. acting against UNITED STATES CITIZENS".
Such activity and acts include 1.) Interference in U.S. Elections by Suppression and Defamation; 2.) Direct Attacks
on INTERSTATE COMMERCE and RIGHT TO WORK for illegal coercion of speech; 3.) Express implication
of central-state or designated-authority in "fact check" claims contrary Oklahoma Law Article II-3 and II-22; 4.)
Express denial of such rights of persons to assert sole authority disbarring all claims to the authority of tort as if a
Constitutional Law, International Law, or Federal or State Law in violation of the terms of franchise of the
commercial parent FACEBOOK INC. as operating subject and conditional solely to those laws.
Now, I have with sympathy operated private telecommunication services from 1990-2021, over 30 years. It is
necessary to terminate service to persons who are engaged in "illegal activity", so defined by Statutory Law of the
State and Federal Code; and to act to protect users who are the victims of "organized felony activity" such as stalking
regardless of the identification of all parties or criminal test of conviction beyond a reasonable doubt as a duty of Title
22 O.S. §22-32 and §22-33.
FACEBOOK INC. appears to have erred criminally and in their own interest and in context of a constructive crime to
benefit their self-interest; seeking to assert control to suppress reports of HUMAN TRAFFICKING, SEX
TRAFFICKING, SLAVERY and LABOR DEBT BONDAGE, and other forms of serious HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS by attacking persons in concert with perpetrators under the guise of "hate speech" to suppress
resistance and aid in serious physical injury and commercial injury to parties violating the UNITED STATES
TREATY "THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS".
This action becomes not only suspect but criminal when such acts include "instruction to silence dissent or public
statement of injury to suit a fictional implied contract made conditional other access, whereby injured parties and
those under threat of violence are denied lawful right to issue warning using PROTECTED SPEECH and customary
language as if users were "legal employees of FACEBOOK INC." acting against members of the pubic; rather than
"members of the public responding to abuse by FACEBOOK INC. employees and defective process to include abuse
of civil rights and violence against their legal and real person".
USERS of an INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICE have no such "employee-agent" duty as if a mandatary (see
Blacks Law 11th Edition) of FACEBOOK INC.; nor are the tort demands of FACEBOOK INC. as a mandator
entitled to enjoin legal obligation by the mandatary (USER) which are prohibited a contract (tort) at law.
To direct speech to be likable or amicable, where it may offend others, would be such illegal request or claim.
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PURSUANT THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES, use of the public TCP/IP based ICANN
registered network known generally as "Internet" or "The Internet" is a public forum in which all persons are
presumed to be 18 years of age unless otherwise given explicit notice and warning; affording conduct not consistent
with other medium of broadcasting like television or commercial business locations where children are admitted.
FACEBOOK INC. has, by its own error, allowed children as young as 13 to enter into such area; without regard to the
lack of legal force to compel or obligate users to conduct their behavior to suit such vulnerable audiences; and use of
the Internet by persons under 18 years of age in the jurisdiction that FACEBOOK INC. is legally enjoined, being
STATE OF CALIFORNIA and UNITED STATES, so ordered that such persons be subject to parental consent for
their use of INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICES at all times. While employees of a company, carrying out the
policies as legal agents-in-fact of the employer, may be enjoined by paid employment to conduct themselves
according to those policies deemed suited by the employer for their practices in consideration of W2 or 1099m
minimum labor and benefits laws of the UNITED STATES; users of such a service are not "employees".
FACEBOOK INC. has wrongly regarded its users as "employees", taking work and labor hours and data from them
without consent obligated tort in the UNITED STATES and other nations minimum standards for license and
publicity; derived work from such acts in "FACIAL RECOGNITION DATA" from such content without legal right or
waiver due in the UNITED STATES jurisdiction, including data from children and persons themed victims of public
acts of "genocide", "war crimes", and to infer from such data without consent abusive and derogatory claims and
inferred referrals to seek commercial sale of products and services without consent obligated a duty in endorsement
required by law. While Congressional Investigation has confirmed this "FACIAL RECOGNITION DATA", similar
abuse beyond the provision of a service in targeted advertising and implied created records are prohibited by United
States Code, and in Congressional Hearings admitted concealed and related efforts to fail to report HUMAN
TRAFFICKING and criminal activity as a custom at the State of California based UNITED STATES
CORPORATION.
Retaliation in execution of "targeted bans", "shadow bans" in which the victim is not aware they have been reduced or
disabled in equal protection and access "pledged and incorporated in solicitation for contribution of images, files,
work, and use of Facebook for commercial communication efforts", and such activity to influence UNITED STATES
government activity including election suffrage and "remonstrance" communication of grievances and injury to the
community, suggest that FACEBOOK INC. is acting in a manner prohibited a UNITED STATES franchise. 42 U.S.C.
§1981 "Equal Protection" and endorsement for claims of criminal guilt, calling Kyle Rittenhouse a "murderer" during
his trial, along with kidnapping in case FR-18-04 from 2001-2021 concealment involving 2009-2021 threats upon
FACEBOOK INC. pages to endorse such abuse of a child; further affirm such action is real and ongoing.
FACEBOOK INC. appears to be engaged in "fraud, simple" in claims of REVIEW BOARD activity, a mediation for
foreign non-U.S. Citizens employment as moderators of UNITED STATES CITIZEN content and complaints; as each
case does not enjoy an equal right to review and some cases are "not selected" while others are, depending on selfinterest of benefit to FACEBOOK INC. stakeholders and shareholders earnings or interest exclusive of victims.
Increasingly, FACEBOOK INC. is attempting to apply LBGTQ+ and SHARIA LAW in substitution of "Laws of the
United States" and their superior Constitutional Law, contrary to Laws of the Many States and their Constitutional
enumerated rights of People there; and to affirm such laws as secondary to "tort" made solely by Facebook to entrap
and please foreign sovereign powers and users in other countries - in violation of United States Law.
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We, RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED, therefore take the action of November 11th 2021 very
seriously, as it suggests our right to reject "Terrorist Hoax" and "False Claims" of a criminal nature in human
trafficking and child kidnapping are "hate speech" without respect to the role FACEBOOK INC. has played in the
2009-2021 threats of murder against our employees and their families; and such 300 pages of content on GOOGLE
INC. networks hosted to that end in the ongoing concealment and abuse of a minor child.
I did not believe I would need to assert this issue a second time, after the trial of Kyle Rittenhouse in November 2021
exposed such criminal malfeasance by a prosecutor and State; following the assertion of ANTIFA-like claims by
FACEBOOK INC. employees in the prior year to penalize and threaten witnesses and persons seeking Justice in the
case. Specifically after Rittenhouse was struck twice (2) in the head prior discharging his weapon from a position
after he was run to ground by older men, one of whom was a felon with a pistol (a felony in evident sight of the
public), and such actions then defended as "protests" while lesser civil disobedience PRIOR 1:50 pm EST was
wrongly themed "a riot" in District of Columbia; despite no "riot" having been formally declared, nor announced and
"battle" engaged for 120 minutes or more with the people declined the same (42 U.S.C. §1981) status at law of
"protestors" to assert some imaginary "overthrow" of Laws of the United States or other violence prior REFUSED
ENFORCEMENT in siege with fire of a FEDERAL BUILDING the prior year.
Unlike PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, the display of a "flag" does not constitute a crime, hate speech, or civil or
criminal injury against a person in the UNITED STATES jurisdiction; provided it has no indication of violence
embellished upon that like a noose or weapon or fire. The Laws of the State of Oklahoma, with regard to "Right of
Publicity" are very clear in this matter. As are the Treaties of the United States, a duty of all UNITED STATES
CORPORATIONS to uphold and honor, express in the treatment of persons of various conflicts as "Soldiers of the
United States" conditional to the peace and protection of their graves, monuments, and traditions part of that peace.
If I were not so aware of how this is contrary the PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, in their murder of political
enemies and imprisonment of persons for singing songs they deem "offensive" or expressing disagreement with the
Party or discussing at any time in public or private certain "jokes" or satire which their government themes to be
disrespectful of the officers of their elite characters in a violent revolution; I would not see how FACEBOOK INC. is
directly asserting these positions of authority under "tort" (civil contract) falsely and criminally, in clear felony
violation of 18 USC §241 "Conspiracy against Rights" systematically, contrary Oklahoma Article II-3, II-22, II-36A,
II-37, XXIII-1A, and such claims void in their making per XXIII-8 and XXIII-9 against any Oklahoma or United
States Resident as "Reserved Rights" themed in the 9th Amendment and Article IV section 2 Clause 1 of the Federal
Constitution.
I am keenly aware of the intent of these rules; as well as the failure of "intent" alone or in any degree to have
"operation of law" (see Black's Law 11th Edition), to impose and enjoin FACEBOOK INC. and other UNITED
STATES CORPORATIONS to cease and desist such acts, policies, and claims completely; because my family are
WITHERSPOON et al by Native Law - of the estate of JOHN KNOX WITHERSPOON of NEW JERSEY, who did
spend a substantial amount of time expressly discussing, instructing, and training the Congress of the United States
and drafting the framework which constructed the ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION among the colonies.
When any "private company" or group of men presume they can write a contract voiding the Laws of the United
States or Constitution or member States Constitution or the Rights of Persons to self-defense in Natural Law; we
should consider that entity by its acts a traitor if it has not declared itself alien to the United States.
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Yet that is what FACEBOOK INC. and other companies, who are "privately held" - stock not traded in general public
markets and brokerage houses - to suggest the term "private" means "private person" rather than means of ownership
and duties of a REGISTERED SECURITY or other franchise of the UNITED STATES or any member State.
"Private Companies" have no rights to segregate them from the limited powers of the legal body for whom they are an
agency, the UNITED STATES or the ens legis of a member State government, such as STATE OF CALIFORNIA.
No "Private company" can suspend the Laws of the United States by mutual civil agreement with users, as expressly
stated in OKLAHOMA CONSTITUTION - ARTICLE XXIII-8 and XXIII-9.
While the company can "deny service" and do so "with equal application of law in all cases, a policy not subject
discretion or afforded any control or employer-employee powers of an actual agent-in-fact due full compensation",
they may not "give instruction to compel or coerce speech" to suggest membership or deny it, as that would be a
violation of the "SUFFRAGE" (participation in public questions of political and legal substance) restricted by the
"VENDOR-CLIENT" relationship.
Membership in a designated group, party, or organization themed on good evidence to be engaged as a collective in
"criminal activity" is grounds for termination of privileges and access; as long as such claims are declared and subject
to civil contest and civil process; as we have duly shown in our notices. Members of such groups may choose to
rebuke or sustain their members actions, but as a class may be refused service by name and on good evidence of such
participation or membership or promotion or aid in those groups prohibited by condition access to sale or service.
However, membership may not afford coercion to change political or commercial or legal will to enjoy benefit in a
privilege or service; as that constitutes a quid pro quo offer of compensation obligated public disclosure of relation
and benefits; and in negative or punitive action is a felony to coerce and influence INTERSTATE COMMERCE
access and use, rights, and INTERSTATE COMMUNICATION barred to any INTERSTATE COMMERCE activity of
any real UNITED STATES CORPORATION. To presume otherwise, to compel conduct, is an abuse of the
INTERSTATE COMMERCE CLAUSE, and subject interdiction by the EXECUTIVE BRANCH over which sole
authority of INTERSTATE COMMERCE is expressly a power of the POTUS, or other rule of the Congress so made.
Today, November 11th 2021, I was solicited with demands by FACEBOOK INC. to alter or change my public actions
as an OFFICER OF A UNITED STATES CORPORATION, and threatened with loss of commercial access and
service if I did not comply with their instruction. I therefore submit, in sworn affidavit, that their actions constitute
ANTITRUST VIOLATIONS so prohibited an INTERSTATE COMMERCE carrier which are not protected by 47
U.S.C. §230 rule; to include editing and punitive actions (liability) imposed on persons to compel public contribution
of commerical value without payment or ordinary labor rule; not protected by INTERACTIVE COMPUTER
SERVICE publisher or user rights; and consistent with prior 47 page "FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION OF THE
UNITED STATES" report so filed December 2020 by my hand and office.
The removal or deletion of content, by a hosting party, is ordinary and duly entitled their right of 47 U.S.C. §230. To
penalize users, threaten them, or coerce them to conduct themselves to please a political party or claim at law, is not.
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Removing persons from the platform, where such persons are private Citizens and not engaged in any form of Public
or INTERSTATE COMMERCE, is ordinary local services; both in short term "suspensions" and permanent "bans".
All persons are, however, at this time in 2021 - engaged in INTERSTATE COMMERCE by virtue of the nature of the
marketplace and public communication; and such firms who enter into such acts damage the INTERSTATE
COMMERCE of the UNITED STATES dramatically - incite civil unrest - and suggest a loss of control and authority
over these UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS which is inherent in public confidence and faith in the Justice system
and Laws of the United States.
Like STANDARD OIL and CARNEGIE STEEL, "FACEBOOK INC" must be broken up and its shareholders
stripped of all securities at issue without compensation for such abuse; to prevent enrichment of this fraud and abuse
in antitrust from creating more wealth for the persons responsible for these policies.
It is my recommendation that such firm be converted to a designated COMPTROLLER of the UNITED STATES, and
their assets divided among competitors who lack nexus in equity and stock or other interests with the existing
STAKEHOLDERS, and are solely UNITED STATES residents, businesses, and/or corporations; and all employees
not in the physical UNITED STATES jurisdiction be terminated immediately to remove a substantial "unregistered
foreign agent" presence in the UNITED STATES largest common communications network, service, and data
acquired under false pretext of a "solicitation of equal protection in commerce" obligated by a UNITED STATES
CORPORATION in public offer.
I first became aware of this policy of "Shadow Banning" in the "CORE" group of FreeBSD, the committee of persons
over the former STATE OF CALIFORNIA project at Berkely University which moved to CANADA. "Shadow
Banning" is a process where rights of persons are removed or reduced to diminish their impact or public benefits
without notice, in a manner which intends to avoid the ordinary and lawful right of a legal challenge against such
reduced "civil honors" or "equal access" upon which their incorporated and reasonable commitment of time and
resources are predicated in public offer, a solicitation of enrollment or registration, and from which such penalties and
unjust influence through monopoly and antitrust abuse is evident at FACEBOOK and other services.
Without such actions, allowing FACEBOOK INC. to continue to set up "false courts" controlling public access and
enjoyment of the INTERSTATE COMMERCE monopoly of the UNITED STATES is an abandonment of the duty of
UNITED STATES to safeguard such rights in 42 U.S.C. §1981 for all UNITED STATES CITIZENS, and against
unjust and illegal foreign theories of law that place State and Federal Constitutional Rights and Regulations secondary
to "imagined and implied agreements of a unilateral nature" themed upon foreign (Chinese Communist Party) policy
and values which diminish the efficacy of Law and Justice for United States Citizens and businesses, consumers, and
public confidence in the Institutions of the United States. Suggested "Oversight Board" action is, in my discovery this
November 11th 2021, a false promise of process which fails to review all cases equally, and appears only to exist for
benefit of data-mining disputes for social issues to support existing foreign theories of law by FACEBOOK INC.
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"Community Standards" are not "United States Law", nor "Constitutional Law" - and while most States do not define
these rights to the extent as "State of Oklahoma" in 1907, the contract duly made with UNITED STATES by the
People of the State of Oklahoma and "Oklahoma Territory", now themed "Indian Territory" legally per "McGirt v
STATE OF OKLAHOMA" south of Tulsa (Oklahoma) and including former "Pontotoc County", suggest that STATE
OF CALIFORNIA is engaging in "domestic violence" against such State, its people, and the "Imperial American
Coalition" of settlers there presently in opposition of similar "State Violence Against the Rights of the People of State
of Oklahoma" now themed a $44 billion USD Federal qui tam suit and 18 U.S.C. §666 felony entitled 22 O.S. answer.
Where the actions of FACEBOOK INC. not those of STATE OF CALIFORNIA, nor rejection of Federal Law by
STATE OF OKLAHOMA and STATE OF TEXAS in 2017-2021 now under suit by $8 million USD counter-suit
arising from FACEBOOK INC. actions in 2009-2013 in Human Trafficking (21 O.S. 21-748.2 civil suit); these
matters would not be as serious as the "child stealing (21 O.S. §21-891) and "Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide", a U.S. Treaty, suggest today.
When a UNITED STATES CORPORATION seeks to obliterate information in regard to child taking and sale, theft of
United States Benefits, and abuse of children systematically and among its own vendors employees and officers
holding DIRECTOR title in STATE OF CALIFORNIA and STATE OF MICHIGAN in concert with PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA and NATION OF JAPAN vendors acting in residence in STATE OF TEXAS - such fraud
exceeds 18 U.S.C. §2071 violations, a felony, and entitles RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED and
other lawfully organized UNITED STATES CORPORATIONS to oppose this action with all "necessary force" (76
O.S. §76-8 and §76-9).
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC) has already nationalized ARM HOLDING CO LTD of China in a split of
that company, whose stock was tendered in $44 billion offer to acquire controlling interest in NVIDIA
CORPORATION amid shutdown of trade and customs activity to coerce authority over the REPUBLIC OF CHINA
(TIAWAN) by PRC; voiding the buyout and value of NVIDIA products, which are themed a vital component in
computer visualization and electronic warfare systems for the National Defense Interests of the United States.
These actions appear in joint operation with purchase of 50% of EPIC MEGAGAMES and RIOT GAMES by
TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD of China (PRC), and 10% equity in PARADOX INTERACTIVE; in concert with
activity to influence and control media valued at $2.3 billion USD in revenue known as TWITCH INTERACTIVE
INC. and other platforms affording direct access and influence over U.S. publics, young audiences, and to promote a
CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY (CCP) theory of law in assertion of unlawful execution over social media networks
as the leading form of "telecommunications" among young persons - using the same policies and language and tone I
have witnessed in communications of an unsolicited nature from FACEBOOK INC. over this dispute and prior claims.
My analysis is that such takeover of U.S. media and U.S. INTERSTATE TELECOMMUNICATIONS, incorporating
aid by NTT GROUP of NATION OF JAPAN, a 23% owned legal agency directly of "Government of Japan" as a legal
body - essentially an extension of the NATION OF JAPAN granted direct control over our vital INTERNET
EXCHANGE facilities via DIGITAL REALTY TRUST and EQUINIX, both "real estate investment trusts" directly
enjoying housing tax shelters to build data centers and lease space to parties affording this rapid growth into U.S.
Markets originally cited as a risk of NTT AMERICA by the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION at their
formation in STATE OF MICHIGAN. It appears that, in concert with SAUDI ARABIA SOVEREIGN
INVESTMENT TRUST, a $200 billion fund, paying to APPLE INC. and GOOGLE INC., this mission is now overt.
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It is contrary the National Interest and "Defense Interests" of the United States, a nation, to afford such ownership or
foreign theory of law to become customary in any INTERSTATE PACKET SWITCHED DATA CIRCUIT franchise
or INTERSTATE COMMERCE.
The President of the United States (POTUS), may veto or deny or revoke any INTERSTATE DATA CIRCUIT as a
component of franchise right in INTERSTATE COMMERCE. The Congress should commission a study of such
relationships, agreements, and nexus with PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, NATION OF JAPAN, SINGAPORE,
AUSTRALIA, and NORTH AMERICA, with regard to these actions and dealings of subsidiaries of NTT such as
COGENT COMMUNICATIONS. Awareness of joint operations including "UBER" ($9 billion USD) ventures and
joint Director Jack Ma of Alibaba Corp Group, as a Director of both TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD and
SOFTBANK GROUP CORP, involved in these acquisitions of U.S. owned "NVIDIA CORPORATION" and price
increases caused after such formal offer to acquire the company was tendered for approval in disruption of
International supply and shipping - and by the respective parties investments in such activity as acquisition of ARM
HOLDING CO LTD of the United Kingdom (49%) and China (51%) in global stock; represent a direct effort to
acquire monopoly status over the ASIC microcomputer industry and patents, now under review by the UNITED
KINGDOM as an official concern for national security of that nation.
Where such carrier services in PRC were provided by NTT primarily, and are integral to "electric car and road
services for electric vehicle mandates" we must be aware of such nexus, and of purchase of SOFTBANK ROBOTICS
in France by SOFTBANK GROUP CORP; in addition to their offer to TOYOTA GROUP in 2021 of such monopolylike integration, prior to affording the legislation proposed by the 117th Congress and Joseph Biden Jr. to be adopted
or exclusive of other industries not owned and operated by this group of foreign parties in PRC/JAPAN.
While such efforts might seem contrary to SAUDI ARABIA SOVEREIGN INVESTMENT TRUST, the $200 billion
fund affording financial incentive to cooperate with this activity - the benefit of creating a substantial dependence on
the 90% global monopoly of rare earth elements in the Middle East and under contract for development by PRC in
concert with production in NATION OF JAPAN, represent a substantial shift in power from the North American
continent and military capacity developed in 1940-2020.
Media companies adoption of PRC and NATION OF JAPAN systems of dispute resolution and limited speech, in
concert with directive speech, represent a substantial threat to suffrage and to the United States election process; and a
means of foreign state sovereign control in violation of United States laws and restrictions upon INTERSTATE
CARRIERS which 47 U.S.C. §230(e) expressly denies any authority or immunity arise from such structure or claims.
While these services are not yet classified as "Common Carriers" and the nature of their publications are public in
many respects, they are disbarring protections of private communications to threaten persons and coerce their silence
and cooperation in public matters of grave public interest and legal and political rights, in violation of all laws against
that form of coerced speech best themed XXIII-1A "endorsement" seeking, guidance without legal authority, and to
direct speech and language which otherwise is not a civil or criminal abuse and in context to a forum requiring all
persons be of the age of majority and subject to a high (18 years of chronological age) condition unless prior stated.
If these environments did not promote sexual activity, images of sex and nudity, and intercourse aimed at minor
audiences without parental consent; I would consider them potentially less entitled to object to adult language which
is merely "rude", "disapproving", or otherwise not an endorsement of claims and activity there. The presumption that
such UNITED STATES CORPORATION affords a right to dictate that some speech is illegal by discretion, is fraud.
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Crimes in use of speech are well defined, do not include pronouns or approval, or other "endorsement", nor are
required to create an emotional standard of wellness based on the tolerance of rape, arson, murder, stalking, and
blackmail to infer legal DISABILITY in the concealment of a child from a parent in 2009-2013 by FACEBOOK INC.
in the case of FR-18-04 and similar abuse by labor of NTT GROUP and SOFTBANK GROUP CORP, TENCENT
HOLDING CO LTD, and their contractors in State of Texas, State of Michigan, and State of California.
That FACEBOOK INC. is employing lesser standards to threaten persons in State of Oklahoma to silence their dissent
and quell citation of law or other objection, is criminal intimidation to influence public election and INTERSTATE
COMMERCE that shall not be separated from DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL PARTY or "DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
COMMITTEE" membership in organized acts of violence, hate, and destruction of property by fire and threat of
murder (and actual murder in specific cases), nor carried by uniformed "Black Bloc" persons such as ANTIFA or
similar groups; by propoganda and intimidation sustained in official acts of FACEBOOK INC. and its foreign workers
sympathetic to the CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY or other form of SOCIALISM, which are barred in Oklahoma.
RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED therefore takes the necessary steps to affirm its position; citing
FACEBOOK INC. employees and contractors as participants in a "Terrorist Hoax"; and to bar such persons and all
use of the service and ICANN domain in contracts, documents, and applications as grounds for instant disqualification
from employment or services by the firm and its partners.
I am tired of coming home every holiday, Christmas, and Fathers Day to find another threat from a post I made
months (or years) prior on FACEBOOK, and regard this targeted abuse of media weeks and months after such
comments to be "18 USC §2261A felony stalking" in harassment incorporating commercial intimidation by
FACEBOOK INC. employees and contractors, whose role in such activity appears TERRORIST HOAX activity with
the DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF THE UNITED STATES, a front in all evidence before me in by best estimation and
true belief to be an arm and proxy of the CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY and false claims made by the PRC.
My decision, today, in concert with similar concerns for overt influence on major video streaming platforms, sustains
our commitment at RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED to protect the rights of UNITED STATES
CITIZENS against such abuse and entrapment, fraud, and violation of United States Federal and State Law; ni moving
to launch an independent service and new technology to combat this fraud - out of necessity and in context to 22 O.S.
§22-32 and §22-33 a legal right of our office to act in concert to fraud themed 76 O.S. §76-3, §76-4, §76-6, §76-8 not
subject taking or privilege by tort or FACEBOOK INC. (see 76 O.S. §76-1, Inherent Rights) and by "All Necessary
Force" (§76-9) to include termination of any presumed patent, trademark, service mark, copyright, or other intellectual
property claim of such firms engaged in this action.
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We look forward to cooperation with license holders of H.264, H.265, H.266, and AP9 / AP10 codecs, in ending this
YOUTUBE and TWITCH INC. evasion of royalties by such firms which are devastating ordinary Internet Traffic to
enjoin "free public availability" a means of not paying simple and reasonable fees for better, more efficient, and more
ecologically friendly forms of video and audio communication.
My associate brought to my attention that TENCENT MEDIA LABS has enjoined itself in H.266 codec hardware
manufacturing activity; and such work in concert with other companies effort to create a "patent-monopoly" over
video compression and transmission similar to early MP3 audio technology, suggest a similar scheme or plan that
when combined with imposed limitations on "Free Speech" and "Appropriate Speech" to punish specific parties,
constitutes a direct and criminal threat to the operation of the government of the State of Oklahoma and United States
by abuse of these companies who are employing 47 U.S.C. §230 to suggest "immunity" arises from "private holding"
of such stock, a fraud.
Our hope is to work with "MPEG LA" and "ACCESS ADVANCE" to bring these technologies to general adoption
without national monopoly interests which ultimately harmed early adoption of audio and video codecs at Adobe
(RTMP) and piracy. Nation of Japan, and its companies, are not our enemy in this commercial activity; nor the
businesses of China or Taiwan, and the undue influence of such "Government of Japan" and "NTT GROUP" in
concert with the largest technology firm of People's Republic of China, "TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD", appear to
be in conduct strong evidence of malicious abuse of the public trust of those people and their good will in unlawful
antitrust business practices admitted in Alibaba CEO "Jack Ma" being brought before the CCP and fined in 2021.
Our hope is to restore a relationship with China and Japan which we treasured in the past, and is not possible where
such criminal harassment and violence by their franchises and U.S. partners are engaged interference in the election
process and public Federal and State communication of the United States or its businesses and domestic issues.
FACEBOOK INC. has contributed to this decision by punitive abuse more than any other firm in the United States;
allowing this criminal abuse and harassment to sustain for 12 years during the concealment of a child ordered to the
POSSESSION of their family in Oklahoma. Concealment on behalf of TENCENT/NTT/SOFTBANK is confirmed.
We hope the People of Japan and China can understand the damage this has caused and continues to cause, as their
contractors at TEK SYSTEMS and ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES on behalf of NTT GROUP acted in this
matter to thwart a court order and abuse a child contrary the rights of that child set forth in Oklahoma Law (76 O.S.
§76-8) and to publicly contest in fraudulent claims and acts of violence and threats the inherent rights of parent and
child over 2001-2021 (76 O.S. §76-1, §76-6, and §76-8).
Because your nations have not respected our laws, we are not obligated to respect your claims under THE BERNE
CONVENTION or other treaties (42 U.S.C. §1981). Be so advised and conduct yourselves accordingly.
Sincerely,
James Allen, President
RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
for the firm.
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OKLAHOMA STATUTORY LAW GOVERNING INTERVENTION
IN PREVENTING OR STOPPING CRIME
§22-31. Who may resist.
Lawful resistance to the commission of a public offense may be made:
1. By the party about to be injured.
2. By other parties.
R.L.1910, § 5556.
§22-32. Resistance by party to be injured.
Resistance sufficient to prevent the offense may be made by the party about to be injured:
1. To prevent an offense against his person or his family, or some member thereof.
2. To prevent an illegal attempt, by force, to take or injure property in his lawful possession.
R.L.1910, § 5557.
§22-33. Resistance by other person.
Any other person, in aid or defense of the person about to be injured, may make resistance sufficient to prevent the
offense.
R.L.1910, § 5558.
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REFERENCES: UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 47 Section 230
(c)Protection for “Good Samaritan” blocking and screening of offensive material
(1) Treatment of publisher or speaker
No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any
information provided by another information content provider.
(2) Civil liability
No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be held liable on account of—
(A) any action voluntarily taken in good faith to restrict access to or availability of material that the provider
or user considers to be obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent, harassing, or otherwise
objectionable, whether or not such material is constitutionally protected; or
(B) any action taken to enable or make available to information content providers or others the technical
means to restrict access to material described in paragraph (1).[1]
(d) Obligations of interactive computer service
A provider of interactive computer service shall, at the time of entering an agreement with a customer for the
provision of interactive computer service and in a manner deemed appropriate by the provider, notify such
customer that parental control protections (such as computer hardware, software, or filtering services) are
commercially available that may assist the customer in limiting access to material that is harmful to minors.
Such notice shall identify, or provide the customer with access to information identifying, current providers of
such protections.
(e) Effect on other laws
(1) No effect on criminal law
Nothing in this section shall be construed to impair the enforcement of section 223 or 231 of this title, chapter
71 (relating to obscenity) or 110 (relating to sexual exploitation of children) of title 18, or any other Federal
criminal statute.
(2) No effect on intellectual property law
Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or expand any law pertaining to intellectual property.
(3) State law
Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent any State from enforcing any State law that is consistent
with this section. No cause of action may be brought and no liability may be imposed under any State or local
law that is inconsistent with this section.
(4) No effect on communications privacy law
Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the application of the Electronic Communications Privacy
Act of 1986 or any of the amendments made by such Act, or any similar State law.
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(5) No effect on sex trafficking law
Nothing in this section (other than subsection (c)(2)(A)) shall be construed to impair or limit—
(A) any claim in a civil action brought under section 1595 of title 18, if the conduct underlying the
claim constitutes a violation of section 1591 of that title;
(B) any charge in a criminal prosecution brought under State law if the conduct underlying the charge
would constitute a violation of section 1591 of title 18; or
(C) any charge in a criminal prosecution brought under State law if the conduct underlying the charge
would constitute a violation of section 2421A of title 18, and promotion or facilitation of prostitution
is illegal in the jurisdiction where the defendant’s promotion or facilitation of prostitution was
targeted.
(f) Definitions
As used in this section:
(1) Internet
The term “Internet” means the international computer network of both Federal and non-Federal interoperable
packet switched data networks.
(2) Interactive computer service
The term “interactive computer service” means any information service, system, or access software provider
that provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer server, including specifically a
service or system that provides access to the Internet and such systems operated or services offered by
libraries or educational institutions.
(3) Information content provider
The term “information content provider” means any person or entity that is responsible, in whole or in part,
for the creation or development of information provided through the Internet or any other interactive
computer service.
(4) Access software provider
The term “access software provider” means a provider of software (including client or server software), or
enabling tools that do any one or more of the following:
(A) filter, screen, allow, or disallow content;
(B) pick, choose, analyze, or digest content; or
(C) transmit, receive, display, forward, cache, search, subset, organize, reorganize, or translate
content.
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(June 19, 1934, ch. 652, title II, § 230, as added Pub. L. 104–104, title V, § 509, Feb. 8, 1996, 110 Stat. 137; amended
Pub. L. 105–277, div. C, title XIV, § 1404(a), Oct. 21, 1998, 112 Stat. 2681–739; Pub. L. 115–164, § 4(a), Apr. 11,
2018, 132 Stat. 1254.)
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